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Different Like Me introduces children aged 8 to 12 years to famous, inspirational figures from the

world of science, art, math, literature, philosophy and comedy. Eight-year-old Quinn, a young boy

with Asperger's Syndrome, tells young readers about the achievements and characteristics of his

autism heroes, from Albert Einstein, Dian Fossey and Wassily Kandinsky to Lewis Carroll, Benjamin

Banneker and Julia Bowman Robinson, among others. All excel in different fields, but are united by

the fact that they often found it difficult to fit in-just like Quinn. Fully illustrated in color and written in

child-friendly language, this book will be a wonderful resource for children, particularly children with

autism, their parents, teachers, carers and siblings.
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I wish I had this extraordinary book when I was a child! It is truly a Godsend. Masterfully written and

beautifully illustrated, this book helps you celebrate the Autism Experience. What makes this book

stand out are the rich illustrations; the list of highly accomplished people with autism such as

comedian/actor Andy Kaufman; pop poster artist Andy Warhol; musician Glen Gould; Issac Newton;

philosopher Kant; Dian Fossey; Nika Tesla; John Cornell and many others. This is a book that will

inspire pride, hope and joy among the autism/Asperger's (a/A) world and certainly enlighten the

neurotypical (NT) world as well!Each one of the people in this book were on the a/A spectrum. Many

of them, such as the philosopher Kant predated the terms "autism" and "Asperger's" and learned to



live with their sensory and perceptual differences. Each and every one of these people have

demonstrated how to live successfully on the a/A spectrum. No "Rain Men" here! I just love this

book!Luckily stores in my town have copies of this book and I feel it is something everybody will

benefit from. Be sure to ask your libraries to order this book. God bless those who were directly

involved in putting this together. This is a book that makes you want to wave your Enigma Banner

and celebrate the a/A experience!

My son appreciated this book. He was aware he was different than other kids but didn't really

understand himself. While teaching him about his autism, he got to thumb through this book and feel

a surge of pride that some of the worlds most brillant and artistic men and women were and are...

autistic themselves! Great book, highly recommended!

This book is good for any student to read. Students need to know that just because they have a

mild/moderate disability does not mean they can't be personally successful at something they love.

It is often the disability that leads an individual to their success... and this book points that out. It

should of course be noted that success doesn't necessarily equate with riches or fame.

Non-disabled students should read this book so they can have a greater appreciation for their

disabled classmates. Disabled students could use this book to do a 'hero' report on an individual in

the book. I can also be a springboard for discussing well-known individuals with disabilities living

today.

Those who ask why the book doesn't concentrate on the difficulties faced by those on A/A spectrum

almost seem to answer their own question by illustrating those difficulties. People who know

someone with Autism - or more importantly, those people themselves - are bound to be all too

familiar with the difficulties posed by everyday life. That's what makes this book so useful. In a

society that seems geared up to deny opportunities, before anyone even has a chance to prove

themselves, a book that shows autistic children something to aspire to is incredibly useful. No, not

every autistic kid can grow up to be Kant or Einstein, but not every neurotypical kid is going to

become the next Neil Armstrong. We still, however, give them books about space, and encourage

them if they say that they want to an astronaut when they grow up.Different Like Me is beautifully

and richly illustrated, with a fantastic sense of humour in the paintings - the depiction of Einstein with

a violin and Dian Fossey staring out a Gorilla are particular favourites of mine. The writing is every

bit as deft and fun to read. The book stands in that great tradition of children's books whose primary



audience is, of course, the children, but is every bit as enjoyable for their parent.It is a shame that

Temple Grandin is the only character in the book who is alive; that she is also an outspoken

advocate for autism is surely no coincidence. Who else living is there that would happily be included

here? With the help of books like this, maybe in a generations time we will see far more people in

the public eye happy to talk about being autistic, and share their experiences of being different, and

all the better for it.

We loved this book so much! Beautifully written & illustrated, this book celebrates that the qualities

making someone quirky, odd or just plain weird may be the very qualities that lead to personal

success & great achievements. Who knew Andy Kaufman, Glen Gould, Issac Newton, Dian Fossey,

Nikola Tesla, Andy Warhol & many others had so much in common! Great for adults & kids, the only

problem with this book is finding it. Here in Portland, Oregon, there's not a copy to be had & every

store is on backorder. It's a perfect book for holiday giving, and with 2006 being International

Aspergers Year, this is a book that should be on the shelves NOW.And Jessica Kingsley Publishing,

when you do print another edition, because you obviously should, any chance you could improve

the dust jacket to include the lovely praise from Temple Grandin? Frankly, it makes no sense to

skimp on the cover design of a book with such wonderful illustrations. And while we're nitpicking,

let's retouch the glass glare on the otherwise adorable author's photo. (Really, if the author has any

photographer friends, they should be ashamed of themselves for not offering to run it through

Photoshop for her!) But in any case, PRINT MORE COPIES OF THIS BOOK! There are so many

families with special needs kids who need to hear that being different can be great!
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